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Constructing physical models of living cells and tissues is an extremely challenging task because
of the high complexities of both intra- and intercellular processes. In addition, the force that a
single cell generates vanishes in total due to the law of action and reaction. The typical mechanics
of cell crawling involve periodic changes in the cell shape and in the adhesion characteristics of the
cell to the substrate. However, the basic physical mechanisms by which a single cell coordinates
these processes cooperatively to achieve autonomous migration are not yet well understood. To
obtain a clearer grasp of how the intracellular force is converted to directional motion, we develop
a basic mechanochemical model of a crawling cell based on subcellular elements with the focus on
the dependence of the protrusion and contraction as well as the adhesion and deadhesion processes
on intracellular biochemical signals. By introducing reaction-diffusion equations that reproduce
traveling waves of local chemical concentrations, we clarify that the chemical dependence of the
cell-substrate adhesion dynamics determines the crawling direction and distance with one chemical
wave. Finally, we also perform multipole analysis of the traction force to compare it with the
experimental results. To our knowledge, our present work is the first study that accomplishes fully
force-free migration utilizing intracellular chemical reactions. Although the detailed mechanisms of
actual cells are far more complicated than our simple model, we believe that this mechanochemical
model is a good prototype for more realistic models.
I. INTRODUCTION
Cells are the basic units of living organisms. Despite
the diversity of cellular types, they share similar struc-
tures. Biological cells are composed of a number of poly-
mers, proteins, and lipids, which form stable structures
such as the lipid membrane. At the same time, cells
exist in a state far from equilibrium. Inside a cell, com-
plex chemical reactions take place and are converted to
mechanical forces by molecular motors. Consequently,
biological cells spontaneously exhibit various dynamics,
such as locomotion and proliferation.
In general, objects that exhibit spontaneous motion
are called active matter [1–6]. In contrast to objects pas-
sively driven by external forcing, active matter, including
living cells, generates force in itself, which is character-
ized by a vanishing force monopole due to the action-
reaction law. Under this force-free condition, it is nec-
essary to break symmetry to achieve spontaneous mo-
tion, such as directional motion. For microorganisms
that swim in a fluidic environment, the scallop theo-
rem [7] describes the importance of breaking reciprocality
to achieve net migration via internal cyclic motions.
In nature, there exist a number of microorganisms that
crawl on substrates, such as the extracellular matrix and
other cells. In contrast to the locomotion of microswim-
mers, adhesion to the substrate plays an important role in
the locomotion of crawling microorganisms. Such crawl-
ing motion is often observed in eukaryotic cells, such as
Dictyostelium cells and keratocytes.
∗ mitsusuke.tarama@riken.jp
Many models have been introduced to explain vari-
ous aspects of the dynamics of crawling cells. Exam-
ples include the vertex model [8–11], the cellular Potts
model [12, 13], the continuous model [5, 14], the phase
field model [15–20], and the particle-based model [21–25].
Here, we construct a model based on the particle-based
model.
In our previous study [26], we systematically investi-
gated the cycle of the typical crawling mechanism [27]:
1) protrusion at the leading edge, 2) adhesion to the sub-
strate at the leading edge, 3) deadhesion from the sub-
strate at the trailing edge, and 4) contraction at the trail-
ing edge. To clarify the role of this cycle in efficient crawl-
ing motion, we introduced a simple mechanical model in
which a cell is described by two subcellular elements con-
nected by a viscoelastic bond, which includes an actua-
tor that elongates and shrinks cyclically. The substrate
friction of each element switches cyclically between the
adhered stick state and the deadhered slip state. By tun-
ing the phase shifts between the actuator elongation and
the substrate friction of each element, we demonstrated
that the order of the four basic processes of the typical
crawling mechanism has a great impact on the crawling
distance and efficiency, as well as the crawling direction.
If we consider the extension of the mechanical model
to a model cell consisting of far more than two elements
or to two- or three-dimensional (2D or 3D) space, adjust-
ing the phase shift of each element “by hand” becomes
less feasible. Instead, we need to consider the underlying
processes that regulate the actuator elongation and the
stick-slip transition of the substrate friction.
The aim of this paper is to develop a basic particle-
based model for cell crawling. To this end, we consider
a cell crawling on a flat substrate and extend our previ-
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FIG. 1. Sketch of the subcellular element model of a cell
crawling on a substrate. (a) The cell is described by a set of
subcellular elements (magenta circles) connected by viscoelas-
tic bonds (blue lines). The shape of a cell at rest is assumed
to be a perfect hexagonal lattice. The element indicated by
the star is the activator element. (b) Details of the subcellular
elements and the connecting viscoelastic bond. Each element
possesses the chemical concentrations ci. The actuator length
`actij (t) and the substrate friction coefficient ζi(t) change over
time.
ous mechanical model to two dimensions. We describe a
cell by a set of many subcellular elements connected by
viscoelastic bonds [21]. In addition, intracellular chemi-
cal reactions are represented by simple reaction-diffusion
(RD) equations [28–32], which trigger mechanical activ-
ities. We then couple the RD equations and mechanical
models to achieve efficient migration. In particular, we
focus on the time delay between the intracellular chem-
ical reactions and cell mechanics, which corresponds to
the ordering of the basic crawling processes.
This paper is organized as follows. In the next section,
we introduce the model equations that couples cell me-
chanics and intracellular chemistry. Then, we show that
the dependence of the substrate adhesion on the intracel-
lular chemistry determines the direction of the cell crawl-
ing in Sect. III. In Sect. IV, we investigate how the cell
crawling changes depending on the mechanical and chem-
ical signals that control the substrate adhesion. The im-
pact of the cell shape and size are studied in Sets. V and
VI, respectively. In Sect. VII, random crawling motion
is realized by random excitation of intracellular chem-
istry, for which we analyze the traction force multipoles
in Sect. VIII. Sect. IX is devoted to the summary and
discussion, and this paper concludes with Sect. X.
II. MODEL
First, we introduce our mechanical model of a crawl-
ing cell and the RD equations representing intracellular
chemical reactions. The choice of RD equations is arbi-
trary, and we employ a previously introduced model. We
then couple the mechanical model and the RD equations,
which regulate the intracellular mechanical activities. In
particular, we confine ourselves to studying possible cou-
plings between the intracellular chemical and mechanical
models.
II.1. Subcellular-element model
We describe a single cell by a set of subcellular ele-
ments [21] connected by Kelvin-Voigt type viscoelastic
bonds, as schematically depicted in Fig. 1. Since the
typical size of a cell is on the order of ten micrometers,
the effect of inertia is negligible. Then, the force balance
equation of element i is given by
ζi(t)vi +
∑
j∈Ωi
ξ`ij(vi − vj)
=
∑
j∈Ωi
κ
`ij
rˆij
{
rij −
(
`ij + `
act
ij (t)
)}
+ fareai , (1)
where vi is the velocity of the element i located at the
position ri. Here, the abbreviations r = |r| and rˆ = r/r
are used for the relative position rij = rj − ri. The
summation is over the set of the elements Ωi connected
to the element i by the viscoelastic bonds.
The first term on the left-hand side of Eq. (1) repre-
sents the substrate friction with coefficient ζi(t), which
changes over time due to intracellular activity. The sec-
ond term represents intracellular dissipation with the rate
ξ. The first term on the right-hand side represents in-
tracellular elasticity with the elastic modulus κ and free
length `ij . Intracellular activity is also included in the
actuator, which tends to elongate the connecting bond
by changing the free length over time as `ij + `
act
ij (t).
Here, `actij (t) represents the actuator elongation, from
which the force generated by the actuator is calculated
as factij (t) = −κ`actij (t)rˆij/`ij . We emphasize that the
model Eq. (1) satisfies the force-free condition since the
intracellular force acts symmetrically on the pair of sub-
cellular elements. Namely, the sum of the intracellular
force in Eq. (1) vanishes as∑
i
f inti = 0. (2)
where
f inti =−
∑
j∈Ωi
ξ`ij(vi − vj)
+
∑
j∈Ωi
κ
`ij
rˆij
{
rij −
(
`ij + `
act
ij (t)
)}
+ fareai (3)
is the intracellular force acting on the element i.
The last term on the right-hand side of Eq. (1) pre-
vents the collapse of the subcellular element network,
which is given by fareai = −δUarea/δri, where Uarea =∑
〈i,j,k〉 σ/S
2
ijk. This potential U
area penalizes shrink-
ing of the area of each triangle 〈i, j, k〉 formed by con-
nected subcellular elements i, j, and k, which is defined
by Sijk = (rij × rik) · eˆz/2 with eˆz as the unit vector
perpendicular to the 2D substrate.
We scale the system by L0 = 10µm for length and T0 =
1 min for time, which are physiologically relevant values
for typical living cells [33, 34]. In addition, the scale of
3the force is set to F0 = 10 nN, which is on the order of
the traction force that cells exert on the substrate. The
typical values of the mechanical parameters of the model
Eq. (1) are summarized in Appendix B.
II.2. Chemical reaction
In the model Eq. (1), the effects of the intracellular
activities are included in the actuator elongation `actij (t)
and the change in the substrate friction coefficient ζi(t).
The former represents the protrusion and contraction
processes. The latter corresponds to the adhesion and
deadhesion of the cell to the underlying substrate. In
actual cells, such cellular activities are caused by various
intracellular chemical signals. However, it is not realistic
to include all chemical components and their signaling
pathways. Therefore, we model the intracellular chemi-
cal reactions by simple RD equations.
Here, we employ the RD equations proposed by
Taniguchi et al. [17], which are two-component activator-
inhibitor equations:
∂Ui
∂t
= DU∇2Ui +GU (Ui, Vi),
∂Vi
∂t
= DV∇2Vi +GV (Ui, Vi), (4)
where Ui and Vi represent the inhibitor and activa-
tor concentrations for subcellular element i, respec-
tively. In the original paper [17], Eq. (4) were intro-
duced to model the phosphoinositide signaling pathway
of Dictyostelium cells, and the activator U and the in-
hibitor V corresponded to phosphatidylinositol (3,4,5)-
trisphosphate (PIP3) and phosphatidylinositol (4,5)-
bisphosphate (PIP2) concentrations, respectively. The
details of these RD equations are given in Appendix C.
The important property of the RD equations, Eq. (4),
is that they are of the Grey-Scott type [35, 36]. One of
the advantages of the Grey-Scott model is that it can
show either an excitable or a bistable nature depending
on the parameters. Taniguchi et al. claimed that the sig-
naling pathway that they were modeling was excitable,
and thus, they considered the parameter region of the
excitable case to successfully reproduce the experimen-
tal results [17]. Interestingly, similar RD equations were
studied by Shao et al. [16] in the context of cell crawling.
However, they assumed a bistable regime to reproduce
the steady migration of keratocyte cells.
In this paper, we consider the excitable case with the
parameters summarized in Table III, following the study
by Taniguchi et al. [17]. The Laplacian terms in Eq. (4)
are calculated by using the moving particle semi-implicit
(MPS) method [37]. See also Appendix C for further
information.
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FIG. 2. Functional forms of hζ(ζ), hv(v), and hV (V ), which
determine the substrate friction. The parameters are set to
the values given in Table I.
II.3. Mechanochemical coupling
To combine the cell mechanics, Eq. (1), and the RD
equations, Eq. (4), we consider the coupling of the chem-
ical concentrations to the actuator elongation `actij (t) and
the substrate friction coefficient ζi(t) individually.
Before introducing the coupling, we tested a speci-
fied traveling wave that couples to the actuator elonga-
tion and the substrate friction change. We introduced a
time delay between the elongation and substrate friction
change. The results showed that there exist an optimum
time delay and optimum wavelength for which the cell
exhibits the largest migration distance, as summarized
in Appendix D.
II.3.1. Actuator elongation
First, we introduce the coupling between the RD equa-
tions and the actuator elongation. In Ref. [17], actin
polymerization was found to be enhanced with increas-
ing PIP3 concentration. Therefore, we presume that the
actuator elongation depends on the PIP3 concentration
as
`actij (t) = `V tanh[aVij(t)], (5)
where Vij(t) = (Vi(t) + Vj(t))/2 is the mean PIP3 con-
centration for the bond connecting the elements i and j.
Although Vi(t) is a positive quantity, its maximal value
depends on the strength of the initial fluctuation because
of the excitable nature of Eq. (4). Therefore, tanh is in-
troduced on the right hand side of Eq. (5) to prevent an
extremely large elongation. a is a constant denoting sen-
sitivity, and `V is the magnitude of the elongation. Here,
we set a = pi and `V = `ij .
II.3.2. Substrate adhesion
Next, we consider the adhesion to the substrate un-
derneath and the deadhesion from it. We model the
adhesion/deadhesion processes by the transition of the
substrate friction coefficient between the adhered stick
4state and the deadhered slip state. Here, we consider the
dependence of the substrate friction coefficient on both
mechanical and chemical signals:
τζ
dζi
dt
= hζ(ζi)−Avhv(vi)− (1−Av)hV (Vi), (6)
where τζ is the time delay. Av takes a value between
0 and 1, representing the ratio of the mechanical and
chemical dependence of the stick-slip transition of the
substrate friction. See also Fig. 2 for the plot of these
functions.
The function hζ(ζ) is defined by
hζ(ζ) = −1
2
tanh
(ζ − ζstick
ζ
)
− 1
2
tanh
(ζ − ζslip
ζ
)
, (7)
where ζstick and ζslip are the substrate friction coefficients
in the adhered stick state and the deadhered slip state,
respectively. The small parameter ζ indicates the sharp-
ness of the adhesion-deadhesion transition. Here, we set
the transition sharpness to ζ = ζslip/2. We note that, if
there are no change in the substrate friction coefficient,
the cell does not exhibit any translational motion.
If we consider an artificial vesicle or droplet sitting
on a substrate, its adhesion strength changes depend-
ing on the force acting on it [38]. The term hv(v) in
Eq. (6) represents this dependence of the cell adhesion to
the substrate. Here, instead of the force acting on each
subcellular element, we presume that the local velocity
changes the adhesion strength through
hv(v) =
(v/v∗)2
1 + (v/v∗)2
− 1
2
, (8)
where v∗ is the threshold value. The subcellular element
tends to adhere to the substrate (ζ = ζstick) if the speed
is smaller than the threshold value, i.e., v < v∗, while the
element slips on the substrate (ζ = ζslip) if v > v
∗. We
set the threshold value to v∗ = 1.
The formula of the stick-slip transition of the cell-
substrate friction depending on the local velocity, i.e.,
Eq. (6) with Av = 1, was introduced in Ref. [39]. As
a result of the balance of the two functions, hζ(ζ) and
hv(v), the substrate friction switches between the stick
and slip states with a sharp transition.
In addition to the mechanical dependence, the adhe-
sion strength of a cell can change depending on its inter-
nal chemical conditions [38]. Since the molecular details
of cell adhesion are complicated, we assume here that
it changes depending on the PIP3 concentration as the
actuator elongation:
hV (V ) =
1
2
tanh(σV (V − V ∗)). (9)
In Eq. (9), σV stands for the sensitivity, and V
∗ is the
threshold concentration. Due to this term, a large value
of V prevents strong adhesion if σV > 0, while large V
enhances the adhesion if σV < 0. However, we are not
sure whether PIP3 enhances or diminishes adhesion.
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FIG. 3. Cell crawling obtained from Eqs. (1)–(6) for different
signs of σV : (a) σV = 2pi and (b) σV = −2pi. The cell
for positive σV crawls in the opposite direction against the
traveling chemical wave as shown in panel (a), whereas, for
negative σV , it moves in the same direction as the wave as
displayed in panel (b). The other parameters are set toAv = 0
and τζ = 0.01. The position of each subcellular element is
plotted by a circle whose size and color indicate the value of
ζi and Vi, respectively. The color of the connecting bonds
corresponds to Vij . The number in the bottom left corner of
each subplot represents the time.
III. CRAWLING BY DIRECT AND
RETROGRADE WAVES
To determine the sign of σV , we numerically integrated
Eqs. (1)–(9) for both positive and negative σV . See Ap-
pendix A for the details of the simulation. Fig. 3 depicts
a time series of snapshots of a crawling cell for σV = 2pi in
Fig. 3(a) and σV = −2pi in Fig. 3(b), respectively. Here,
we set the threshold in Eq. (9) to V ∗ = 0.5 throughout
this paper.
If σV is positive, the cell moves in the opposite direc-
tion to the PIP3 traveling wave, as shown in Fig. 3(a).
Interestingly, however, if the sign of σV is negative, a
qualitatively different result appears: namely, the cell
starts to move in the same direction as the traveling wave,
as displayed in Fig. 3(b).
With respect to the migration direction, the travel-
ing wave in the same direction is called the direct wave,
while the one in the opposite direction is referred to as
the retrograde wave [40]. In this sense, the above crawl-
5ing motion for positive σV in Fig. 3(a) corresponds to
the motion with the retrograde wave, and the one for
σV < 0 in Fig. 3(b) corresponds to the motion with the
direct wave. Since the experiments in Ref. [17] show that
cells move in the direction in which PIP3 concentration
is increased and thus actin polymerization is enhanced,
we set σV = 2pi for the rest of this paper.
IV. MECHANICAL VS. CHEMICAL CONTROL
OF ADHESION
Now, we study the effect of the mechanical and chem-
ical dependence of substrate friction coefficient on cell
crawling. To characterize the cell migration, we measure
the migration distance ∆R of the cell in one cycle, i.e.,
with one traveling wave, varying the time delay τζ . Vary-
ing Av between 0 and 1 tunes the ratio of the mechanical
and chemical dependences.
The results are summarized in Fig. 4(a), where differ-
ent lines correspond to different values of Av as indicated
in the legend. Interestingly, the mixing of the mechanical
and chemical dependences of the substrate friction may
result in larger values of ∆R than purely mechanical or
chemical control. In Fig. 4(a), ∆R/Lcell reaches approx-
imately 0.36 for Av = 0.6 and τζ = 0.01. This value,
however, is smaller than the crawling of a Dictyostelium
cell, which moves its body length in approximately two
cycles [34].
V. IMPACT OF CELLULAR SHAPE
Thus far, we have assumed a hexagonal cell shape,
where the structure of the subcellular elements is given by
a perfect hexagonal lattice when the cell is at rest. How-
ever, this structure does not describe real cells, which
are instead circular or often of more complicated shapes.
To elucidate the impact of the cell shape on the crawling
motion, we prepare a cell of circular shape as described in
Appendix E. We then perform the simulation and mea-
sure the migration distance for different values of Av.
The results are plotted in Fig. 4(b) and are qualitatively
the same as those of the hexagonal cell in Fig. 4(a).
VI. IMPACT OF CELL SIZE
Now, we study the impact of the size of the cell. We
prepare a hexagonal cell of size Lcell = 1.4, which is ap-
proximately twice the area of the previous cells. We again
measure the migration distance ∆R, which is normalized
by the cell length Lcell to facilitate comparison with the
previous results for Lcell = 1. The results are summarized
in Fig. 4(c). Qualitatively, the tendency is the same as
that of the results in Fig. 4(a) for Lcell = 1. Namely,
the migration distance can be larger if the substrate fric-
tion depends both on the mechanical and chemical signals
than if it depends on only either one of them.
VII. RANDOM EXCITATION
In reality, cells change their migration direction over
time. In our model, we can reproduce such motion by in-
troducing stochasticity, which may originate from, e.g.,
the complexity of intracellular processes. Here, we ran-
domly choose one element in every t = 0.15 and add to
that element the stimulus (δU, δV ) = (−Iexcite,+Iexcite)
with intensity Iexcite = 0.75.
The results are summarized in Fig. 5. Due to the
stochasticity, the cell changes its migration direction fre-
quently, as shown in the trajectory of the center-of-mass
position in Fig. 5(a). From the snapshots of the cell in
Fig. 5(b), we can see that the migration direction de-
pends on the position at which the chemical wave occurs.
Because of the excitable nature of the RD equations, a
stimulus on the element that has relaxed back to the rest-
ing state is more likely to be the origin of the next wave.
Therefore, a new wave tends to originate from elements
that are near the origin of the previous wave. As a result,
the cell tends to maintain the same migration direction
for a time, as shown in Fig. 5(a). In Figs. 5(a) and (b),
the parameter values are kept the same as in Fig. 3(a).
If the parameter KK is slightly increased from 5 to 5.5,
the cell changes its migration direction more frequently,
as depicted in Fig. 5(c). Depending on the random stim-
uli, the cell switches from directional motion to spinning
motion as a spiral wave appears, as shown in Fig. 5(d).
The spinning motion is rather stable, but the cell can also
switch back to directional motion in response to a stimu-
lus. Note that the RD equations maintain their excitable
nature at this parameter value.
VIII. TRACTION FORCE MULTIPOLES
In many experiments of cell crawling, traction force
is measured [41] since it is of fundamental importance
for cell motility. Here, we measure the traction force of
our model cell. Since traction force is the force that a
cell exerts on the substrate underneath, it is described
by the interaction between the cell and the substrate:
f tractioni = ζi(t)vi. We calculate the traction force force
multipoles, which are defined as follows, to compare with
the experimental result [34].
First, the traction force monopole is defined by
M (1)α =
∑
i
f tractioni,α , (10)
where i represents the subcellular element i and the sum-
mation runs over the entire cell. The subscript α indi-
cates spatial component α = 1, 2. Here, the traction force
multipoles are calculated in the comoving coordinate on
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FIG. 4. Normalized migration distance ∆R/Lcell against the time delay τζ for (a) a hexagonal cell (Lcell = 1), (b) a circular
cell (Lcell = 1), and (c) a large hexagonal cell (Lcell = 1.4). The results for several values of Av are plotted by different lines.
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FIG. 5. Cell crawling with randomly-chosen activator element for (a,b) KK = 5 and (c,d) KK = 5.5. The trajectory of the
center-of-mass position is plotted in (a) and (c). The gray circles indicate the initial position at t = 0, and the red triangles
represent the position at every time interval of 10. The orange squares are the final position at time 40. (b,d) Time series
of snapshots, (b) where the crawling direction of the cell changes and (d) where the cell undergoes a spinning motion. The
numbers at the left bottom corners of the subplots in panels (b) and (d) show the time. The other parameters are the same as
in Table III.
the cell, and thus, α = 1 and 2 represent the components
parallel and perpendicular to the centre-of-mass velocity,
respectively, to compare with the experimental results
in Ref. [34]. In the numerical simulation of the model
crawling cell, the traction force monopole is equal to 0,
as shown in Fig. 6, which is consistent with the experi-
mental result [34]. This is readily understood from the
force balance equation, Eq. (1), and the force-free con-
dition, Eq. (2)(a). That is, the traction force monopole
vanishes because of the fact that the inertia is negligibly
small for crawling cells on top of the force-free condition.
The next lowest mode is the traction force dipole, the
element of which is defined by
M
(2)
αβ =
∑
i
ri,αf
traction
i,β . (11)
On the one hand, from Fig. 6(a), the diagonal compo-
nents of the traction force dipole are oscillating around
0. Here, note that the positive and negative force dipoles
represent the extensile and contractile force. In the ex-
periment [34], only the contractile traction force dipole
was observed, which our results fail to reproduce. The
reason why our model does not reproduce the contractile
force dipole is not clear yet. One possibility is that the
friction coefficient of the protrusion process may be dif-
ferent from that of the contraction process, which are set
to the same in our current model.
On the other hand, the off-diagonal components M
(2)
12
and M
(2)
21 take the same values, indicating that the trac-
tion force dipole is symmetric, although such symmetry
is not presumed in its definition, Eq. (11). Such symmet-
ric property of the traction force dipole was also obtained
in the experiment [34].
Now, we consider the meaning of the symmetric prop-
erty of the traction force dipole that is obtained in our
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FIG. 6. Traction force multipole of the randomly crawling cell
in Fig. 5(a). (a) Times series of each component of traction
force monopole (M
(1)
1 and M
(1)
2 ) and the diagonal (M
(2)
11 and
M
(2)
22 ) and off-diagonal components (M
(2)
12 and M
(2)
21 ) of the
traction force dipole. (b) Time evolution of traction force
dipole M
(2)
11 and quadrupole M
(3)
111. The color indicates the
time. The axis of the M
(2)
11 is inverted, to match the plot in
Ref. [34].
simulation as well as in the experiment. Actually, this
symmetric property of the traction force dipole indicates
the torque-free nature of the cell. Here, the torque is
defined by
T =
∑
i
ri × f tractioni , (12)
which, in a two dimensional space, becomes
T =
∑
i
(ri,1f
traction
i,2 − ri,2f tractioni,1 ) = M (2)12 −M (2)21
(13)
by using Eq. (11). Note that, if one describes the force
dipole tensor with its invariant, the torque appears as the
imaginary part of the eigenvalues.
Finally, in Fig. 6(b), we plot the time evolution of
the traction force dipole M
(2)
11 and the traction force
quadrupole M
(3)
111, which was also measured in the exper-
iment [34]. Here the traction force quadrupole is defined
by
M
(3)
αβγ =
∑
i
ri,αri,βf
traction
i,γ . (14)
Interestingly, the trajectory in M
(2)
11 -M
(3)
111 space shows a
counterclockwise rotation, which is qualitatively consis-
tent with the experimental results [34].
IX. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
To summarize, we have constructed a mechanochemi-
cal model of a cell crawling on a substrate. The mechani-
cal part is described by a subcellular-element model, and
the chemical part is described by RD equations. To com-
bine them, we introduce two mechanical activities. One
is the actuator of the bond connecting each pair of the
subcellular elements, which elongates depending on the
intracellular chemical concentration. The other is the
substrate friction coefficient of each subcellular element,
which shows a sharp transition between the adhered stick
state and the deadhered slip state. We consider the de-
pendence of the substrate friction coefficient on both the
local velocity and the intracellular chemical concentra-
tion. We also introduce a time delay of the substrate
friction change.
By using this model, we clarified that the substrate
adhesion dynamics affect how the intracellular force is
converted cell crawling motion. Depending on the sign
of the sensitivity of the substrate friction coefficient to
the PIP3 concentration, the model cell exhibited crawl-
ing with the retrograde flow or with the direct flow. For
the former case, which is consistent with experimental
observations, our model showed that there is an opti-
mum time delay and that the combined effect of the me-
chanical and chemical signals on the substrate friction
coefficient can increase the migration distance. We also
investigated the impact of the cell shape and the cell size,
which led to qualitatively the same results. In addition,
we included stochasticity in the RD equations, enabling
the cell to change its migration direction and to change
its dynamical mode from translational motion to spin-
ning motion. Further, we performed multipole analysis
of the substrate traction force, which was qualitatively
consistent with the experimental results except the con-
tractile nature of the traction force dipole.
Finally, we discuss some possible extensions of our cur-
rent model.
Contraction process: In our current model, the pro-
trusion and contraction processes are both mod-
eled by the actuator elongation, `actij (t), of the bond
connecting two subcellular elements. The two pro-
cesses are distinguished by the sign of `actij (t). In
8this paper, however, we consider only the protru-
sion process, i.e., `actij (t) ≥ 0, which is related to the
PIP3 concentration. One reason of this is that the
chemical reactions that regulate contraction pro-
cess are not well understood yet. Therefore, in
principle, we can also consider the contraction pro-
cess by introducing dependence on relevant chemi-
cal concentrations.
Adhesion dynamics: The cell adhesion is simply mod-
eled by the switching of the substrate friction co-
efficient of each subcellular element in our model.
However, in real cells, adhesion is mediated by ad-
hesion molecules, which can diffuse and form focal
adhesions. To represent these processes of adhe-
sion molecules, we include detailed dynamics of the
concentration of adhesion molecules and their dif-
fusion to other subcellular elements. Then, we can
discuss detailed structures such as the footstep-like
focal adhesion observed for Dictyostelium cells [34].
Shape deformation: Our model cell shows a lateral ex-
pansion with respect to the crawling direction, as
shown in Fig. 3(a). However, real cells, e.g., Dic-
tyostelium cells, tend to elongate in the direction of
motion [33, 42]. One possible reason that our cur-
rent model fails to reproduce this elongated shape is
that actuator elongation depends only on the abso-
lute value of Vi. Therefore, this inconsistency may
be resolved by, e.g., introducing dependence on the
gradient of Vi.
Three dimensions: In this paper, we modeled a cell as
a two-dimensional network of viscoelastic springs
by assuming crawling on a flat substrate. In reality,
however, cells are three dimensional object. The
extension of our current model to three dimensions
is straightforward.
X. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, the modeling of crawling cells is still
a challenging task due to the complexity of intra- and
intercellular processes. The force that a cell generates
should satisfy the force-free condition, where the total
force vanishes. To achieve net migration under the force-
free condition, the cell needs to break symmetry.
In our mechanochemical subcellular-element model,
the intracellular force acts symmetrically on each pair of
subcellular elements; therefore, it naturally satisfies the
force-free condition. Symmetry breaking occurs due to
the switching of the substrate friction coefficient between
the adhered stick state and the deadhered slip state.
Therefore, our model clearly distinguishes intracellular
force and external force. To control those mechanical
activities, we included RD equations representing intra-
cellular chemical reactions.
The RD equations that we employed in this study were
introduced to explain the chemical traveling wave ob-
served within Dictyostelium cells [17]. However, a num-
ber of chemical reactions occur inside a cell, and which
chemical reactions are relevant may depend on the phe-
nomena of interest. Nevertheless, we believe that our
model can provide a basic framework for the future con-
struction of mechanochemical models of crawling cells by
replacing the RD equations with suitable ones for each
specific phenomenon.
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Appendix A: Simulation method
We integrate Eqs. (1)–(6) numerically by using the Eu-
ler method with time increment δt = 10−5. We add the
stimulus (δU, δV ) = (−Iexcite,+Iexcite) to Eq. (4) on one
of the subcellular elements, which we call the activator
element. We set the activator element to the rightmost
element denoted by the star in Fig. 1(a), except in the
case of random motion, for which an activator element
is chosen randomly every time t = 0.15. Since the trav-
eling wave is generated by the stimuli on the activator
element, we excite the activator element every t = 1.5 so
that the wave travels to the other edge of the cell within
that period, and all the subcellular elements relax back
to the resting state when the next wave is generated. The
intensity of the initial stimulus is set to Iexcite = 0.75.
Appendix B: Parameter values
The typical values of the mechanical parameters that
appear in the model Eq. (1) are summarized in Ta-
ble I and Table II. The length of the cell at rest is
set to Lcell = 1, and the total number of subcellular
elements is set to N = 91, which gives the total num-
ber of bonds as Nbond = 240, unless otherwise stated.
For a larger cell, we set Lcell = 1.4, N = 169, and
Nbond = 462. For a cell consisting of a perfect hexag-
onal lattice, as in Fig. 1(a), the element distance at rest
is set to `ij = Lcell/
√
N . Then, the mean bond length
is `0 = Lbond/Nbond = Lcell/
√
N , where Lbond is the
total bond length. The elastic modulus of each bond
is set to κ = 10 and the intracellular dissipation rate to
ξ = L2cell/Lbond, which gives the dimensionless parameter
ωξcell/κcell = 0.2piL
3
cell. From the mechanical parameter
values of typical living cells in Table II, the value of this
dimensionless parameter is estimated about 0.1–1. The
substrate friction coefficient at the deadhered slip state
9TABLE I. Mechanical parameters in the model and their val-
ues for the simulation of the hexagonal cell.
Model parameters Simulation values
Diameter of cell at rest, Lcell 1 (1.4 for a larger cell)
Number of subcellular elements, N 91 (169 for a larger cell)
Number of bonds, Nbond 240 (462 for a larger cell)
Bond length at rest, `ij Lcell/
√
N
Total bond length at rest, Lbond
∑
〈i,j〉 `ij = NbondLcell/
√
N
Mean bond length, `0 Lbond/Nbond = Lcell/
√
N
Substrate friction coefficient
in the slip state, ζslip L
2
cell/N
in the stick state, ζstick 10ζslip
Elastic modulus of each bond, κ 10
Intracellular dissipation rate, ξ L2cell/Lbond
Dimensionless parameter, ωξcell/kcell 2piξcell/kcellT0 = 0.2piL
3
cell
is set to ζslip = L
2
cell/N , so that the dissipation by the
substrate friction is on the same order as the intracellu-
lar dissipation, ωζcell/κcell = ωξcell/κcell. The substrate
friction coefficient at the adhered stick state is set to
be ten times larger than at the deadhered slip state, i.e.,
ζstick = 10ζslip. The value of σ in U
area is set to σ = 10−6.
Appendix C: Intracellular RD equations
Here, we explain the RD equations proposed by
Taniguchi et al. [17]. Taniguchi et al. gathered from
their experimental observations of Dictyostelium cells
that phosphatidylinositol (3,4,5)-trisphosphate (PIP3)
promotes actin polymerization and protrusion of the cel-
lular membrane, and therefore, they considered a signal-
ing pathway around PIP3 including phosphatidylinositol
(4,5)-bisphosphate (PIP2), PI3-kinase (PI3K), and phos-
phatase and tension homolog (PTEN). By eliminating
the dynamics of PI3K and PTEN, they obtained the fol-
lowing set of RD equations [17]:
∂U
∂t
= DU∇2U +GU (U, V ),
∂V
∂t
= DV∇2V +GV (U, V ), (C1)
where the reaction terms are defined as
GU (U, V ) = − αUV
2
KK + 〈V 2〉 +
βUV
KP + 〈U〉 + S − γU,
GV (U, V ) = +
αUV 2
KK + 〈V 2〉 −
βUV
KP + 〈U〉 − µV.
(C2)
The global couplings are given by
〈U〉 = 1
N
∑
i
Ui, 〈V 2〉 = 1
N
∑
i
V 2i , (C3)
where the summation is over all subcellular elements.
Here, Ui and Vi represent the PIP2 and PIP3 concen-
trations for subcellular element i, respectively.
Some experiments on Dictyostelium cells [17, 46, 47]
revealed that the actin filaments accumulate around
the region where the PIP3 concentration increases, and
thus, PIP3 promotes actin polymerization, which induces
membrane protrusion. Therefore, we assumed that the
actuator elongation depends on the PIP3 concentration
V as in Eq. (5).
The parameters we used in this paper are summarized
in Table III. Here, the diffusion coefficient DU = 0.48
corresponds to 0.8µm2 (sec)−1, which is within the range
of the experimentally-observed diffusion coefficient of
proteins inside a cell near the membrane [48]. We note
that the choice of the other parameters is arbitrary, but
what is of more importance than their absolute values is
the nature of the RD equations, namely, the excitability,
which is apparent from the nullclines and the flow field
in the U–V space, as plotted in Fig. 7.
To integrate Eq. (C1), we calculate the Lapla-
cian by using the moving particle semi-implicit (MPS)
method [37]. That is, for the chemical component ci =
{Ui, Vi}, the diffusion term is modeled by
Dc∇2ci = 4Dc
λ
∑
j 6=i
1
nij
(cj − ci)w(rij), (C4)
where nij = (ni + nj)/2, and ni =
∑
j 6=i w(rij) is the
number of neighboring elements around element i. The
weight function that we employed is defined by
w(r) =
{
re
r − 1 for 0 ≤ r < re
0 for re ≤ r
(C5)
where re is the cutoff length, which is set to 4`0. The
normalization factor λ is given by r2e/6. By using
this method, we checked whether the traveling and spi-
ral waves are formed in the absence of the mechanical
changes. To generate the wave, we add the stimulus
(δU, δV ) = (−Iexcite,+Iexcite) to Eq. (C1) on the activa-
tor element, assuming that the phosphorylation of PIP2
to PIP3 is enhanced for this element.
Appendix D: Sinusoidal traveling wave
In this appendix, we show the cell crawling motion in-
duced by a specified intracellular chemical traveling wave.
For simplicity, we consider only a single intracellular
chemical component c(t), which we assume travels pe-
riodically inside the cell. The chemical component for
element i changes as follows:
ci(t) = c0(1− cosφi(t)), (D1)
where c0 is the maximum concentration, which is set to
c0 = 0.5 so that 0 ≤ ci(t) ≤ 1.
For simplicity, we assume a harmonic plane wave that
travels in the x direction. Then, the phase of the chemical
concentration φi(t) changes as follows:
φi(t) = ωt− qw(xi − x∗), (D2)
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TABLE II. Mechanical parameter values for typical living cells and corresponding model parameters.
Mechanical parameters Model Living cells References
Migration speed ≈ 10µm(min)−1 [33]
Traction stress ≈ 100 Pa [34]
Traction force 10 nN (estimated)
Cell-substrate friction coefficient ζcell = ζslipN 1 nN(µm)
−1min (estimated)
Elastic modulus κcell = κ/Lcell 10–100 Pa [43, 44]
Elastic constant kcell = κ/Lcell 0.1–1 nN(µm)
−1 (estimated)
Dissipation rate ξcell = ξLbond
Fluid/solid transition time ξcell/kcell ≈ 1 sec [45]
TABLE III. The parameter values of the RD equations in the
simulation.
Model Parameters Values used in simulations
DU 0.48
DV 0.48
α 240
β 90
KK 5
KP 5
S 30
γ 6
µ 30
0 1 2 3 4
V
0
2
4
6
U
101
102
103
|(G
V
,G
U
)|
FIG. 7. The nullcline and the flow field in the U -V space of
Eqs. (C1)–(C2). The orange solid line and the red dashed line
correspond to the nullclines of GU (U, V ) = 0 and GV (U, V ) =
0, respectively. The gray lines show example trajectories
starting from various (U, V ), whereas the arrow heads and
their color show the direction and magnitude of the flow
(GV (U, V ), GU (U, V )) at each phase point. The black dot
represents the stable fixed point located at (V,U) = (0, S/γ).
where ω and qw are the frequency and the wavenumber
of the traveling wave, and x∗ is the x position of the
activator element, from which the traveling wave occurs.
We assume that the cellular activity depends on the
value of the intracellular chemical concentration ci(t).
The actuator elongation depends on the mean chemical
density:
`actij (t) = `c
ci(t) + cj(t)
2
, (D3)
where `c represents the magnitude of the elongation. In
addition, the substrate friction coefficient ζi(t) of element
i changes depending on ci(t). Here, we assume the sub-
strate friction to be described by a two-state function
that switches sharply between the adhered stick state
and the deadhered slip state as follows:
ζi(t) =
{
ζslip if 2mipi < φi(t)− ψζ ≤ (2mi + 1)pi
ζstick if (2mi + 1)pi < φi(t)− ψζ ≤ 2(mi + 1)pi
(D4)
where ψζ is a phase shift, mi is an integer that satisfies
2mipi < φi(t)− ψζ ≤ 2(mi + 1)pi, and ζstick and ζslip are
the values of the friction coefficient in the stick and slip
states, respectively. Here, since the internal motion, i.e.,
the elongation and the stick-slip transition, is perfectly
cyclic, we consider the phase shift instead of a time delay.
The two are actually equivalent.
We carried out numerical simulations of Eq. (1) to-
gether with Eqs. (D1)–(D4) with the time increment
δt = 10−4. In the simulation, we choose the element
indicated by the star in Fig. 1(a) as the activator ele-
ment, and we set qw > 0 so that the wave travels from
right to left. The period of the traveling wave is set to
the unit time scale, T = 1, and thus, ω = 2pi. We let the
actuator elongate twice as long as its equivalent length:
`c = `ij . For these parameters, we vary the wavenum-
ber qw and the phase shift ψζ and measure the migration
distance for one cycle.
The results are summarized in Fig. 8. In Fig. 8(a), the
migration distance for one cycle ∆R is plotted against
the phase shift ψζ for different values of qw, and time
series of a typical crawling cell are depicted in Fig. 8(b)
and Fig. 8(c).
Fig. 8(a) shows clearly that the migration direction
changes depending on the phase shift ψ. The positive
∆R represents forward motion, i.e., migration towards
the activator element. That is, the cell migrates against
the intracellular traveling wave, as depicted in Fig. 8(b).
In contrast, the negative ∆R corresponds to backward
motion, where the cell migrates in the same direction as
the intracellular traveling wave, as shown in in Fig. 8(c).
Therefore, there are maximum and minimum values of
∆R, where the cell achieves maximum migration distance
in the forward and backward directions, respectively.
The migration distance ∆R also depends on the
wavenumber qw. There is an optimal qw around qw =
4pi/5 for which the cell can achieve the largest migra-
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FIG. 8. Cell crawling with the traveling harmonic wave of intracellular chemical concentration. (a) Migration distance for
different values of the wavelength Lw and the phase shift ψζ . The displacement in one cycle is measured after several cycles of
relaxation. The positive and negative signs of ∆R correspond to forward and backward motion, respectively. The frequency of
the traveling wave is set to ω = 2pi. [(b) and (c)] Time series of crawling cells for qw = pi. (b) Forward motion for ψζ = 5pi/9
and (c) backward motion for ψζ = 14pi/9. In panels (b) and (c), the numbers show the time, and the color indicates the
distribution of the intracellular chemical component c(t). The size of the subcellular elements represents the substrate friction;
large and small elements correspond to the adhered stick state and the deadhered slip state, respectively.
tion distance. That is, in this case, the cell is in a fully
stretched state.
Appendix E: Circular cell
For cells with a circular shape at rest, we prepared
the subcellular elements and the connecting bonds as de-
picted in Fig. 9(a). The length of the cell was set to
Lcell = 1, and the total number of subcellular elements
was set to N = 100. The total number of bonds con-
necting the subcellular elements was then Nbond = 267.
We set `ij of each bond of the circular cell to the initial
element distance, as shown in Fig. 9(a). Then, the mean
bond length was calculated to be `0 = 0.105724. The
other parameters were kept the same as for hexagonal
cells.
Fig. 9(b) shows an example of a time series of circu-
lar cell crawling obtained numerically from Eqs. (1)–(6).
Here, the activator element is set as the one denoted
by the star in Fig. 9(a), which is then stimulated by
(δU, δV ) = (−Iexcite,+Iexcite) with Iexcite = 0.75 every
t = 1.5.
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